
 

 

 

2019 Summer Reading Assignment:  

Honors English I with Ms. Bates 

 

Required Novel: 

Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier, 1938 

It is a Gothic novel, meaning it is characterized by an atmosphere of mystery and horror and having a 

pseudo medieval setting. 

 

“For the second Mrs. de Winter, the new mistress of Manderley, her husband’s great country house was a labyrinth of terror. 

Wherever she walked, whatever she did, the innocent young bride was stalked by the ominous presence of Manderley’s first 

mistress-- Rebecca.  Again and again she tried to ignore the sinister specter of her predecessor, only to find herself drawn 

deeper and deeper into a nightmare, a web of evil spun from beyond the grave by a woman who would not die -- Rebecca.” 
 

Google Classroom Summer Reading Code:  a8zldab 

 

Part One: Read the Entire Novel 

Yes, you must read a book this summer.  Research proves time and time again that avid reading yields 

better writers and expands vocabulary. Consequently, I suggest that you read multiple books this summer, 

but you are only required to read this one novel for class. I suggest you either purchase and annotate your 

own copy or check out a copy from WFHS or the library and annotate with sticky notes.  There will also be 

a digital copy for you in the summer reading Google Classroom.  You must read this novel by the first day 

of school, August 15th.  Your reading will be assessed throughout the first two weeks of school.   

 

Annotation Guidelines:  You must number your annotations, label them, and analyze what the author 

means by what you are annotating.  It is NOT a plot summary-- meaning you are NOT to tell me what is 

happening overall.  You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your book. You will be required to 

have a certain amount of annotations TOTAL.  This means combined total not total for each below 

requirement (characterization, symbolism, etc.).  30-40- excellent, 20-30- good, 10-20- sufficient, below 

10- not sufficient. Plot summary- NOT SUFFICIENT 

● Characterization- Yellow 

physical traits, personality traits, relationships with other characters, motivations, conflicts 

● Symbolism- Pink 

Flowers (Rhododendrons and Azaleas), Postcard of Manderley, Clash of wedding presents (cupid and art books), the satyr, Rebecca’s 

handwriting, the sea, Manderley, Rebecca’s Boat 

● Thematic Concepts- Green 



Marriage, Death, Memory of the Past, Gender Roles, Lies and Deceit, Society and Class, Justice and Judgment, Innocence, Fear, Good 

vs. Evil, Love vs. Hate, Identity 

● Language Devices- Blue  

Syntax (sentence structure) 

Figurative Language (similes, metaphors, hyperboles, personifications, allusions, irony, etc.) 

Diction (word choice, speech; colloquial, formal, etc.) 

Point of View (first person, third person, etc.) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, etc.) 

EX:  from page 7 of PDF text: 

1) Repetition: “We shall never go back to England… we shall never feel the softer warmth of the 

English sun… We shall never again stand in the Happy Valley…” Du Maurier uses repetition here 

in order to show the stark seriousness and contrast to how carefree the narrator was as a young 

bride versus what she experienced while at Manderley that made her become more mature. 

 

Part Two: After you reading – Complete the Three Levels of Reading Assignment 

After you finish reading the novel, you will type an essay 12 font, Times New Roman, black font, and it 

needs to be double spaced.  You will argue that the presentation of women in the novel is either positive 

or negative.  It CANNOT be both.  You cannot be “on the fence” about it.  The essay is due no later than 

August 16, 2019 (the second day of school). 

 

Guidelines:  

● Your response should begin with a clearly written and carefully structured thesis. This thesis should 

be written at the beginning of your response. 

● You should include two reasons why the portrayal of women is positive or negative 

● Develop each reason in a separate paragraph (two paragraphs total) 

● Each paragraph must contain at least one textual reference properly cited 

● The stronger responses will address the opposing viewpoint by including a sentence beginning with 

the words “Although” or “Despite” 

● Focus only on one woman in the novel 

● Close your response with a statement indicating why your reader should care about your point of 

view  

 

We are excited to have you as part of our Honors program at WFHS.  

Enjoy your summer, and we will see you in August! 

Please email Ms. Bates at rbates@wfisd.net if you have any questions. 

 

Academic Honesty – These assignments are independent work. While discussing your interpretation of the novel is encouraged, the 

assignment is individual work. Highlights and wording of annotations must be unique. To ensure that your work is unique, do not work 

in groups for these assignments.  

You will type at the bottom of your essay:  

“This work is the sole result of my own effort.  I have neither given nor received any unacknowledged assistance.”  

Before you turn in the essay, you will sign your name under the honor policy statement. 
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